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                                                	Chocolate factory


                                            

                                            
                                                 Unit G09, Boutique-Laboratory, Acton Business Centre, School Rd, London NW10 6TD                                            

                                            Welcome to Patisserie-Conseil. Thank you for visiting us online you have supported organic fair-trade artisan in the production of premium plant-based chocolate that oozes personality. We are small-ba
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	Chocolate artisan
	Chocolate factory
	Events Venue
	Food manufacturer
	Ice cream shop


                                            

                                            
                                                 2 Bedford St, Stroud GL5 1AY                                            

                                            Vegan Chocolate made by Coco Caravan in Stroud, UK since 2013. Our chocolate bars are made from organic, direct or fair traded cacao and sweetened with unrefined coconut sugars. Our ranges include: small batch bean to bar single origin chocolate soft centre, flavoured and spiced chocolate bars and chocolate fruits. All our packaging is plastic free. Awarded with Bronze, Silver and Gold Medals
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                                                 Units M4-M5, Dales Manor Business Park, East Way, Sawston CB22 3TJ                                            

                                            Ombar’s mission is to change the way the world sees chocolate. From cheap, sugary junk food, to cacao rich, nutrient dense super bar!
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                                                 Rathad MhicGuaire, Kilbeg, Isle of Skye IV44 8AB                                            

                                            Creatures of Habit Cakery creates modern and unique wedding cakes on the Isle of Skye, covering the Scottish Highlands and Islands and further afield.
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                                                 Bell Cl, Ratby, Leicester LE6 0NU                                            

                                            Luxury chocolates handmade in Leicester, perfect for a special gift or a delicious treat. Order online to try some of the best chocolates around that are guaranteed to delight your senses. Free delivery on all orders over £40.
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                                                	Chocolate factory


                                            

                                            
                                                 7/9 Osborne St, Glasgow G1 5QN                                            

                                            Bare Bones Chocolate – Bean to Bar Chocolate makers from Glasgow. We handcraft our chocolate in micro-batches, using the finest cacao beans from Madagascar, Honduras, Dominican Republic and Guatemala. With no additives, no emulsifiers. Just the Bare Bones.
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                                                	Chocolate factory


                                            

                                            
                                                 Upton Park Farm, Alresford SO24 9EB                                            

                                            A real chocolate company offering chocolate making workshops and bespoke events for team building, hen parties and private parties.
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	Takeaway
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                                                	Chocolate factory


                                            

                                            
                                                 Baxter Murray Ltd, Unit 2, 69a, Belfast BT4 1PQ                                            

                                            Award-winning Promotional & Branded Chocolate Experts. Bespoke moulds. Premium branded packaging. Luxury corporate chocolates. All produced in-house.
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	Wheelchair-accessible entrance
	Wheelchair-accessible car park
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                                                	Chocolate factory


                                            

                                            
                                                 6 Longwood Ave, Waterlooville PO8 8HX                                            

                                            The Crafty Chocolatier hosts chocolate making parties and teaches chocolate making workshops in Waterlooville, Hampshire and the surrounding areas.

                                            
                                                	Identifies as women-owned
	Takeaway
	Gender-neutral toilets
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                                        Sonia Rosenblatt

                                        22.03.2024

                                    

                                    Kokoa Collection

                                    
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                    

                                    This hot chocolate is so easy to make at home. I just pop a few tablets into a milk frother and after a few minutes I have delicious barista-grade hot chocolate to enjoy in the comfort of my own home.  I love this little bit of indulgence at the end of the day.

                                

                            

                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        Bob Barrie

                                        21.03.2024

                                    

                                    York's Chocolate Story

                                    
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                    

                                    Popular sweets retail store at King's Square, York.  Excellent selection of chocolates and other sweets, well organised and friendly staff.  Most products were reasonably priced.  I had also wished to learn more of the local history through the tour available, but thought the admission was a somewhat expensive, even with the samples included in the price.

                                

                            

                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        Conway Pashley

                                        21.03.2024

                                    

                                    Cargill Cocoa And Chocolate

                                    
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                    

                                    Worked there.

                                

                            

                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        haha hahaha

                                        21.03.2024

                                    

                                    Britannia Superfine Ltd

                                    
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                    

                                    Sweet chocolate,  good taste quality chocolates,  white ,dark ,milk , tasty marshmallows,  good quality sugar !!! Good place for doing business with!!!!

                                

                            

                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        Ana Cardoso Cachopo

                                        21.03.2024

                                    

                                    Le Jeune Chocolatiers

                                    
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                    

                                    Love the hand made truffles. Had to go back the following day to try the hot chocolate and it was worth it. It was a well kept secret...I keep going back for the hot chocolate!

                                

                            

                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        ANGELA MILLER

                                        21.03.2024

                                    

                                    La Chocolatrice

                                    
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                    

                                    My daughter Jackie and I attended the Advent Calendar Making Workshop on November 4th. This is the third event we have been to at Coxhoe, and we absolutely love them. The Calendar making was so absorbing and exciting that the time just flew past! We learned such a lot and it is always a huge pleasure to work with Zoe and her team in such relaxing and friendly environment.We - and the rest of the family - adore the chocolate too!Cant wait for the next one.

                                

                            

                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        Shell Wright

                                        21.03.2024

                                    

                                    Baytree Candies

                                    
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                    

                                    Best fudge I've ever had

                                

                            

                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        Richard Phelps

                                        20.03.2024

                                    

                                    Nestlé Confectionery

                                    
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                    

                                    I was there for work, great place and peaple

                                

                            

                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        Hammad Munir

                                        20.03.2024

                                    

                                    Bare Bones Chocolate Ltd

                                    
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                    

                                    This shop is a hidden gem and honestly their chocolates are one of the best I've ever had. From the packaging to the balanced taste and the right amount of sugar, everything seems to be crafted to perfection. Moreover, the staff was incredibly friendly and welcoming. I would definitely come again.

                                

                            

                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        Karina Anna

                                        20.03.2024

                                    

                                    Cocoa Crystal

                                    
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                    

                                    I shall recommend chocolate making workshop with Cheeky Cacao as it s amazing team bonding session in warm environment to learn and play around. Making tasty vegan chocolate will leave You with Your very own chocolate to take home with You! Learning about cacao, chocolate, creating it and customising it makes an interesting and fun evening. Not to be missed if You are a real chocolate lover!
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